Dear Colleagues,

until the new portal is launched, we will continue to publish a compilation of open calls to fund researchers' mobility and cooperation with European teams on a regular basis.

The grants & fellowships listed below are funded by the European Commission, EU Member States or Brazilian authorities.

We hope this list will help you turn your interest in research mobility into a reality.

Your EURAXESS Links Brazil Team
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Grants & Fellowships
1 European Union

1.1 Horizon 2020

**Horizon 2020** is the EU funding programme for research and innovation running from 2014 to 2020 with a €80 billion budget. H2020 supports **SMEs** with a new **instrument** that runs throughout various funded research and innovation fields, enhances EU **international research** and Third Country participation, attaches high importance to integrate **social sciences and humanities**, encourages to develop a **gender dimension** in project.

**Horizon 2020** offers a large variety of funding opportunities for research and innovation activities through calls for proposals that are set out in the Horizon 2020 work programme. Access all open calls on the **Horizon 2020 Participant Portal**.

The Brazilian National Council of State Funding Agencies (CONFAP) listed **potential calls of interest for EU-Brazil cooperation** in order to encourage the participation of Brazilian researchers under Horizon 2020 calls. Some of them are currently open in diverse areas.

Several FAPs ([FAPESP](#), [FAPESC](#), [FAPEG](#), [FAPEMIG](#), [FAPDF](#)) expressed interest in funding researchers from their states to support their participation in H2020 calls and published **guidelines** with instructions to this end.

1.2 EU – **IIASA Postdoctoral Research programme**

Every year the International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) located in Laxenburg, Austria, provides full funding for **several postdoctoral researchers of all nationalities**.

Scholars are expected to conduct their own research in collaboration with one or more of IIASA’s **research programs** or **special projects**.

**WHO?** Researchers in natural and social sciences, mathematics, engineering, management and decision sciences who have their PhD at the time of taking up the appointment and are expected to have a proven record of research accomplishments, and a solid working knowledge of English.

Applications are accepted continually, review and selection take place twice a year. The next, and last one this year, review date is **1 October 2016**. In 2017, the first deadline is **1 April**.

1.3 European Molecular Biology Laboratory – **International PhD programme**

As Europe’s only intergovernmental research organisation in the **life sciences** and as a leading laboratory in **molecular biology**, EMBL is dedicated to promoting excellence in the molecular life sciences throughout Europe. One of the best ways to achieve this goal is by inspiring and fostering talented young scientists to turn them into skilled and creative future leaders.

The EMBL International PhD Programme is Europe’s ‘best in class’ PhD programme for the life sciences. Two-hundred and forty students from over 40 countries are carrying out PhD research at EMBL at any time.

---

**Useful links:**

- **Horizon 2020 Participant Portal**
- **Calls focused either on Brazil, or third countries, or where international cooperation is explicitly indicated as an added value.**

**International cooperation**

ALL H2020 calls are open to international and more specifically Brazilian participation.

For more details on funding of applicants from non-EU countries, click [here](#). Check the latest information on Co-financing for Brazilian participation within Horizon 2020 [here](#).

Applications to the IIASA-Brazil Postdoctoral Fellowship are closed since June.
What: advanced, interdisciplinary training in Molecular Biology and its associated scientific disciplines.

Who: Applicants of all nationalities with a university degree that would formally qualify them to enter a PhD or equivalent programme in their home country.


1.4 CERN - incoming Non-Member State Postdoc Fellowship Programme

Two post-doc positions for young scientists in Theoretical Physics from Non-Member States. Applicants should have a maximum of 10 years of research experience after the degree which gives access to doctoral programmes. Deadline: 15 October 2016.

1.5 European Southern Observatory (ESO) fellowships

The European Organisation for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere - European Southern Observatory (GERMANY, CHILE) offers the following opportunities:

- **Postdoctoral Fellowships**: offer outstanding early-career scientists the opportunity to further develop their independent research programmes in an exciting scientific environment with close contact to the activities and staff at ESO. Duration: 3-4 years

  Deadline: 15 October 2016.

- **ESO Studentship Programme**: These positions are open to students enrolled in a university Ph.D. programme, preferentially but not necessarily in an ESO member state in astronomy or related fields.

Students accepted into the programme work on their doctoral project under the formal supervision of their home university, but they come to ESO to work and study under the co-supervision of an ESO staff astronomer, normally for a period of between one and two years. Studentships may be hosted either at ESO's Headquarters in Garching (Germany) or at ESO's offices in Santiago (Chile), where up to two positions per year are provided for students enrolled in South American universities.

  Deadlines: 15 November 2016; 15 May 2017

1.6 Other EU funding for mobility

Check the MSCA individual fellowship and Cofund and ERC starting grants in the still open selection below.

Find many other calls funded by the European Commission, Member states and associated countries and Brazil in the still open section below.

http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess
2 EU Member States and Associated Countries

2.1 National EURAXESS Portals

The latest information on open calls for national grants and fellowships in the 40 member countries of the EURAXESS network can be accessed on the respective national EURAXESS portals:

Austria, Belgium, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Macedonia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, UK.

2.2 AUSTRIA - PhD positions at Medical University of Graz (incoming)

The Medical University of Graz has published its latest call for PhD positions (Metabolic and Cardiovascular Diseases; Molecular Fundamentals of Inflammation), welcoming applications from all over the world including Brazil

Deadline: 30 September 2016

2.3 AUSTRIA - Institute of Science and Technology call for (assistant) professors

IST Austria invites applications for Tenure-Track Assistant Professor and Tenured Professor positions to lead independent research groups in all areas, as well as cross-disciplinary areas of biology, computer science and data science, mathematics, statistics and optimization neuroscience, physics.

The working language is English.

Successful candidates will be offered competitive research budgets and salaries. Candidates for tenured positions must be internationally accomplished scientists in their respective fields. Female researchers are especially encouraged to apply.

Deadlines: On-going for Professor applications. Assistant Professors: 3 November 2016

2.4 DENMARK FUTURE CROPPING - Danish Innovation Masters scholarships

Aarhus University offers four scholarships in order to give highly talented students the opportunity to conduct their two-year Master’s studies at the Faculty of Science and Technology, Aarhus University from 1 February 2017.

Students from the Republic of Korea, India, United States, Brazil, Japan and China are eligible for application.

The selected students will receive a full tuition waiver including a monthly scholarship of DKK 8,981 (app. EUR 1200) towards living expenses.
The four successful students will be linked to specific FUTURE CROPPING activities and will be expected to do an internship or a research project with a company within the FUTURE CROPPING programme.

Deadline: **15 September 2016**

### 2.5 DENMARK - *Industrial PhD and post doc Programmes*

The Industrial PhD programme is funded by the Innovation Fund Denmark. An industrial PhD project is a three-year industrially focused PhD project where the student is hired by a company and enrolled at a university at the same time. The company receives a monthly wage subsidy while the university has its expenses for supervising covered. The PhD student works full time on the project and divides his/her time equally between the company and the university.

Candidates of **any nationality**, holding or expecting to hold soon a master’s degree with excellent records may apply.

Deadlines: **19 September 2016** (Industrial Postdoc and regular Industrial PhD) ; **10 October 2016** (public sector Industrial PhD)

### 2.6 ESTONIA - *Estophilus incoming Scholarship*

The Estonian Institute offers Estophilus Scholarships to foreign master’s or doctoral students, and foreign researchers holding a PhD in order to perform a research stay in Estonia to **write a research paper on an Estonia-related topic or to gather material for it**.

The scholarship is designated to cover subsistence expenses, tuition fees and research costs for a period ranging from five to ten months. The scholarship for a five-month period is EUR 2,500.

Knowledge of Estonian is an advantage, but not a requirement.

Deadline: Two calls per year. Next deadline: **1 October 2016**

### 2.7 ESTONIA – *Dora Plus programme (incoming / outgoing)*

**OUTGOING**: Support to short-term - up to 30 calendar days - study mobility to participate in a professional conference, seminar or course, or carry out other educational and research-related activities, for example, working in libraries, using laboratories, developing study materials, working with a supervisor, participating in field work, consultations or other similar tasks. Activities abroad must be closely related to the grantee’s current teaching and research work.

**WHO?** Master’s students, doctoral students, resident physicians, young lecturers and researchers from higher education institutions in Estonia

**INCOMING**: Inclusion of foreign Master’s students and doctoral students

Support is offered to foreign doctoral students in full-time studies until the end of the nominal time of their studies and to guest doctoral students for short-term teaching and research work in Estonia (1-10 months). Foreign Master’s students can only obtain a grant when studying in Estonia full-time and for one academic year at a time.

Applications are accepted on an **ongoing basis**.

---

*http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess*
2.8 FRANCE (Ifremer) – **Call for candidates for the 2016-2017 post-doctoral grants**

Ifremer offers post-doctoral positions to young French or foreign scientists who have completed their PhD. and are motivated by development and innovation in various fields of Marine Sciences : technology and ecotechnology, aquaculture, fisheries, environment, risks analysis, physics of oceans, etc.

Postdoctoral positions are contracted for a duration of 12 months, possibly renewable for a non-renewable 6-month period.

Deadline: **9 September 2016**.

2.9 FRANCE - **PRESTIGE Postdoc programme**

The PRESTIGE programme, coordinated by **Campus France**, aims at fostering the international mobility of post-doc researchers.

Three mobility schemes are available:

- **Incoming**, allowing foreign researchers to carry out their post-doctoral research work in France;
- **Outgoing**, for researchers from France wishing to carry out a post-doctoral research project in another country;
- **Re-integration**, targeted at nationals of EU Member States or Associated Countries working in research for at least 3 years in another Third Country to come to France to further develop their career.

PRESTIGE is a co-financing programme, funding about 1/3 of the post-doc fellow’s living, mobility and research allowance, while the remaining 2/3 are financed by another partner, either public or private.

WHO? Any post-doc level researcher complying with the Marie Curie Actions mobility rules (not have resided or carried out his/her main activity - work, studies, etc. - in the country of his/her host organisation for more than 12 months in the three years immediately prior to the application deadline) may apply for funding through PRESTIGE programme. Furthermore, each applicant has to secure co-financing for his/her PRESTIGE mobility from the host organisation (for Incoming and Re-integration schemes) or sending organisation (for the Outgoing scheme).

The PRESTIGE Call for applications is open all year long with four cut-off dates. The next ones are: **30 September 2016, 31 December 2016, 31 March 2017, 30 June 2017**

2.10 FRANCE - **Institut Pasteur – Paris University International Doctoral Programme**

WHO? Applicants holding a Master degree in science, medicine or related fields from a non-French university and are fluent in English.

WHAT? stipend to cover the successful students’ living expenses and health insurance during the duration of the contract (three years).

Students conduct their research in one of the 120 laboratories of the Institut Pasteur offering cutting edge training in a large variety of topics covering Molecular and cellular biology, Genetics, Immunology, Microbiology, Genomics, Bioinformatics, Structural biology, Enzymology and metabolism, Biological chemistry, Virology, Parasitology, Medical mycology, Epidemiology,
LANEF is a ‘Laboratoire d’Excellence’ that associates five fundamental research labs based in Grenoble: Institut Néel, INAC, G2ELab, LNCMI and LPMMC. It coordinates 740 scientists, engineers, technicians, and 400 PhD students and postdocs, in condensed matter, nanosciences, and electrical engineering.

Infectiology, Imaging, Neurosciences, Developmental biology and Systems biology.

Candidates should first contact the laboratory (the sooner the better). Deadline: 14 November 2016

2.11FRANCE - Incoming LANEF Chair of Excellence Programme

Objective: Attract talented researchers to Grenoble, in order to develop a research project in one of the five laboratories. The programme is open to both junior and senior scientists, available for full time or part time position in Grenoble.

The contract duration can vary from 9 months (to be split over three years) to 3 years. The hosting period may start from January 2017.

The award package includes an internationally competitive salary, social security, travel expenses and research support for hiring a PhD student or a post-doc and additional fund for operating costs to reinforce the successful candidate’s research activities. The applicants must have a strong academic record. They must propose an innovative and ambitious research project that they will build in association with one or several laboratories of LANEF.

Deadline: 19 September 2016

2.12FRANCE – CEA incoming Enhanced Eurotalents Programme

Funds 12 to 36 months post-doctoral fellowships (ending by 31st December 2018) to carry out a research project in a French Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA) laboratory in one of the four research fields: Energy, Environment and Climate Change (E2C2), Key Enabling Technologies (KET), Life Sciences and Biotechnology (LSB) and High Energy Physics, High Energy Density Physics and Physics of the Universe (HEPPU).

Eligibility: postdoctoral level and higher of any nationality.


2.13GERMANY - DAAD Scholarships for Development related postgraduate courses (EPOS)

The scholarships offer foreign graduates from development and newly industrialised countries (including Brazil) from all disciplines and with at least two years' professional experience the chance to take a postgraduate or Master's degree at a state or state-recognised German university, and in exceptional cases to take a doctoral degree, and to obtain a university qualification (Master's/PhD) in Germany.

What is supported? Individual scholarships exclusively for Postgraduate courses in Germany that are listed on the "List of all Postgraduate courses with application deadlines".

Duration of funding: 12 to 36 months (dependent on study programme)

Deadline: depends on the postgraduate course. Mainly from August to November 2016.

http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess
2.14 GERMANY – **DAAD scholarship programme in Architecture, Performing Arts, Visual Arts, Film, Dance, Design and Music** (incoming)

The DAAD scholarship programme for postgraduate study in Germany in the fields of architecture, visual arts, design / visual communication, cinema, music and performing arts is aimed at recent graduates students and those in their final year of graduation, enrolled in a Brazilian university.

The main objective is to enhance the skills of highly qualified Brazilian students by offering them additional study opportunities in their relevant areas, with the possibility of acquiring an academic title in a German higher education institution.

**Deadline:** The architectural programme will receive applications until **30 September 2016**. In other areas, the deadline for applications runs until **31 October 2016**

2.15 GERMANY – **PhD in Infection Biology and Immunology**

The ZIBI Graduate School Berlin, an international doctoral programme for research in infection biology and immunology, is looking for highly motivated PhD candidates of all nationalities.

The ZIBI Graduate School offers a structured educational programme to doctoral students of university and non-university research institutes in Berlin. PhD students at the ZIBI Graduate School address research problems in infection biology and immunology.

**Deadline:** **9 October 2016**.

2.16 IRELAND - **Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) Career Development Award Programme 2016** (incoming)

SFI Career Development Award (CDA) Programme 2016 offers opportunities to advance researchers’ careers and funds opportunities that enable the attraction and retention of researchers of all nationalities to work in an Irish Research Body, and build up their research teams and activities.

**WHO?** Researchers with between 3-15 years’ experience beyond the award of their PhD or equivalent qualification, who at the time of application will be either in a permanent, full-time academic position (either within the institution at which they wish to base their CDA-funded research or another elsewhere in Ireland or overseas), or employed on a temporary (fixed-term) contract. The applicant, who must not work under the guidance of a supervisor, will have already demonstrated research independence for example by securing a faculty position, by having several publications without the participation of their PhD supervisor, as well as having a track record with senior author publications, potentially having secured research funding and accumulated supervisory experience.

**Duration:** Four years. **Award Size:** Between €300,000 and €500,000 direct costs

**Deadline:** **16 December 2016**
2.17 LUXEMBOURG – ATTRACT Call 2017

The ATTRACT programme is designed for researchers not yet established in Luxembourg, who demonstrate the potential to become leaders in their field of research. The scheme offers promising junior researchers the opportunity to set up their own research team within one of the country’s research institutions.

Researchers are eligible between 2 and 8 years after their PhD, they must have an outstanding track record in their field which has to fit strategically to the research agenda of the Luxembourg host institution.

Host institutions offer candidates the prospect of developing an own research line. ATTRACT fellows are offered a 1-year individual coaching and a career track towards a tenured position.

Deadline: 8 December 2016

2.18 POLAND – HOMING postdoctoral fellowships for Young Researchers

OUTLINE: This fellowship targets young post-docs from all over the world (regardless of nationality), with a special focus on the return to Poland of outstanding scientists of Polish descent, at research units or companies in Poland.

RESEARCH FIELDS: subject related to the most innovative areas or that show significant application potential or importance for solving a major socioeconomic problem.

FUNDING ORGANISATION: Foundation for Polish science. Co-financed by the European Union’s Regional Development Fund (Smart Growth Operational Programme (PO IR).

WHAT IS FUNDED: Projects lasting up to 24 months will be financed under the programme. The project budget is recommended not to exceed PLN 800,000.

DURATION: up to 24 months

ELIGIBILITY: young doctors (regardless of nationality) who have had a doctoral degree for not longer than 5 years. Participation of at least one scientific partner from Poland or another country is mandatory.

Deadline: 17 October 2016

2.19 POLAND – INCOMING Fellowships Polonez 3 programme

A funding programme addressed to incoming researchers who may apply for 12-24-month fellowships in host institutions in Poland

Applicant: researcher with a PhD degree or at least four years of full-time equivalent research experience, who, at the time of recruitment by the host organisation, has not resided or carried out their main activity (work, studies, etc.) in the country of their host organisation for more than 12 months in the 3 years immediately prior to the reference date.

Funding:
- Salary (incl. mobility allowance): € 4 350 gross/month (full time contract),
- Family allowance: € 300 gross/month (for fellows whose families stay in Poland for at least 3 months),
- Research grant,
- Opportunity to participate in research and non-research training programmes organised by the NCN.
- Host Institution receives overheads at a rate of 20%.

Deadline: 15 December 2016. Call results: May 2017

2.20 SLOVAKIA – National Incoming and Outgoing Scholarships

The National Scholarship Programme of the Slovak Republic (NSP) supports study/research/teaching/artistic mobility of foreign students, PhD students, university teachers, researchers and artists at higher education institutions and research organisations in Slovakia.

The scholarship shall cover scholarship holders’ living costs (accommodation, board, etc.) during their stay in Slovakia with an allowance between 350 and 1000€/month. Duration of stay: 1-2 semester (students), 1-12 months (researchers, teachers, artists)

NSP also supports also mobility of students and PhD students studying at Slovak higher education institutions (or in case of PhD students, students studying at external education institutions, e.g. the Slovak Academy of Sciences) with a permanent residence in Slovakia at higher education institutions and research organisations abroad.

The next application deadline is 31 October 2016.

2.21 SPAIN – InterTalentum incoming post-doctoral Research Fellowships

InterTalentum, is a programme developed by the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM), which intends on building particularly favourable environment to attract the best experienced researchers in the four Focus Research Areas of CEI UAM+CSIC: Biology and Biomedicine; Nanoscience, Nanotechnology and Advanced Materials; Theoretical Physics, Computer Sciences and Mathematics and Social Sciences, Legal Sciences and Humanities.

The call offers to 9 incoming experienced researchers of any nationality and age with a PhD degree by the date of the deadline, the opportunity to develop her/his research project within the framework of a vast network of institutions participating under CEI UAM+CSIC. Applicants must be able to communicate fluently in English.

Deadline: 30 September 2016

2.22 SWEDEN – Postdoctoral Scholarship Programme in Mathematics (incoming / outgoing)

The Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation in collaboration with the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences support Swedish research in mathematics.

The program includes several parts:
- Nomination of guest professors
- Postdoctoral Scholarship Program in Mathematics for researchers from outside Sweden
- Postdoctoral Scholarship Program in Mathematics for researchers with a Swedish doctors degree

Deadline: 5 October 2016

http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess
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2.23 SWITZERLAND - Swiss Government Excellence Scholarships for foreign students

To enable selected applicants to undertake a PhD / Post-doctoral / research stay from all academic fields at one of the 10 Swiss cantonal universities, the two Swiss federal institutes of technology or public teaching and research institutes.

3 categories of calls:

- **PHD Scholarships for Brazil**

  VAILIDITY: The scholarship is only valid for full-time PhD studies in Switzerland. It is not valid for mixed PhD programmes (part time in Switzerland and part time in another country).

  DURATION: 3 years maximum (starting in September)

  AMOUNT: The scholarship amounts to a monthly payment of CHF 1,920. Tuition fees are waived. For non-EU and non-EFTA grantees only: mandatory Swiss health insurance is paid by the FCS. Non-European grantees receive a lump sum for their airfare (provided at the end of the scholarship).

  Special CHF 300 housing allowance (paid once at the beginning of the scholarship). One-year half-fare public transportation card. Support services and various trips, dinners and sightseeing tours organised for Swiss Government Excellence Scholarship holders.

  ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: Hold master’s degree or equivalent university degree recognised by the Swiss university.

  Deadline: **31 October 2016**

- **Postdoctoral Scholarships for Brazilians**

  Some details of this call are similar to the scholarship described above. For more details click on call link above.

  Deadline: **31 October 2016**

- **Research scholarships for Brazilians**

  Some details of this call are similar to the scholarship described above. For more details click on call link above.

  Deadline: **31 October 2016**

2.24 SWITZERLAND - Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) Ambizione (incoming)

Ambizione grants are aimed at young qualified researchers from Switzerland as well as excellent researchers from abroad who wish to conduct, manage and lead an independent project at a Swiss higher education institution.

The grants comprise the salary and project funds for a maximum of four years. Participation requirements include:

- Doctorate: At the submission deadline: submission of application generally up to four years after obtaining the doctorate (PhD)
- At the submission deadline (for medical practitioners): at least three years of clinical/practical experience after graduating. Application may generally be
submitted up to nine years after obtaining the medical licence (state examination).
- At the submission deadline: research activities for at least 12 months after the doctoral thesis at a different institution than the one where the doctoral thesis was written

Deadline: 17 January 2017

2.25 SWITZERLAND - Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) Ambizione Energy

Ambizione Energy grants are aimed at young researchers (up to five years after obtaining the doctorate - PhD) who wish to conduct an independently planned basic research project in the field of energy; the project may or may not be use-inspired.

The grants comprise the researcher's salary and project funds for a maximum of three years.

Deadline: 18 November 2016.

2.26 TURKEY - TÜBİTAK “2221” Fellowships for Visiting Scientists and Scientists on Sabbatical Leave

The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) grants fellowships for international scientists/researchers who would like to give workshops/conferences/lectures, or conduct R&D activities in Turkey. Three types of visits are granted within this programme: Short-term (up to 1 month), Long-term (up to 12 months) and Sabbatical Leave (from 3 months to 12 months). All types of grants cover monthly stipend and travel costs.

WHO?

- Fellows can be citizen of any country.
- Fellows should have a PhD degree (or equivalent) or have at least five years of research experience
- Fellows should be invited by a hosting institution in TURKEY, which can be universities, research institutions, or industrial companies with a R&D unit.

Deadline: rolling basis.

2.27 TURKEY – TÜBİTAK “2216” Research Fellowship Programme for International Researchers

TÜBİTAK grants fellowships for international highly qualified PhD students and young post-doctoral researchers to pursue their research in Turkey in the fields of Natural Sciences, Engineering and Technological Sciences, Medical Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities. Preference will be given to candidates who demonstrate the potential to contribute significantly to Turkey's goal of international cooperation in scientific and technological development. Duration of fellowship: max. 12 months

Next deadline: 7 October 2016.
2.28 UK – **LeverHulme Visiting Professorships (incoming)**

Awarded to UK institutions that wish to invite an eminent researcher from overseas to enhance the knowledge and skills of academic staff or the student body within the host institution. The scheme covers maintenance, travel expenses and research costs. Visiting Professorships last for between three and twelve months.

The objective of these awards is to enable distinguished academics based overseas to spend between three and twelve months inclusive at a UK university, primarily in order to enhance the skills of academic staff or the student body within the host institution. It is recognised that Visiting Professors may also wish to use the opportunity to further their own academic interests. The over-riding criteria for selection are first the academic standing and achievements of the visitor in terms of research and teaching, and secondly the ability of the receiving institution to benefit from the imported skills and expertise. Priority will be given to new or recent collaborative ventures.

Deadline: **13 October 2016**

2.29 UK – **Chevening scholarships (master’s level)**

Chevening Scholarships in Brazil are awarded to outstanding emerging leaders to pursue a one-year Master’s degree programme at any UK university. They provide a unique opportunity for future leaders, influencers and decision-makers from all over the world to develop professionally and academically, network extensively, experience UK culture and build lasting positive relationships with the UK. A Chevening award offers financial support along with the opportunity of becoming part of the highly regarded and influential Chevening global network.

Applicants from Brazil can choose any course of study at any UK higher education institution, when selecting your field of study please refer to the UK priorities in your country.

Deadline: **8 November 2016**

2.30 UK – **Ernest Rutherford Fellowship**

The Ernest Rutherford Fellowships will enable early career researchers with clear leadership potential to establish a strong, independent research programme. They will encourage talented researchers in UK universities to remain in the country and at the same time attract outstanding overseas researchers to the UK.

Each Fellowship will last for five years, with up to 12 being offered annually. The aim is to support future scientific leaders to establish a strong, independent research programme.

Ernest Rutherford Fellowships are intended for early career researchers who do not have an academic position.

Applicants must have a PhD and a minimum of five years’ research experience from the start of the postgraduate programme leading to the award of a PhD and 1 September 2017 with, normally, a minimum of two years’ postdoctoral experience.

Deadline: **22 September 2016**
2.31 UK – The Rhodes Trust: Oxford and the Rhodes Scholarship

The Rhodes Scholarships are postgraduate awards supporting exceptional students from around the world to study at the University of Oxford. Established in the will of Cecil Rhodes, the Rhodes is the oldest and perhaps the most prestigious international scholarship programme in the world, which aims to nurture public-spirited leaders for the world's future.

Deadline: 5 October 2016.

2.32 UK (University of Cambridge) - Gates Cambridge Scholarship

Gates Cambridge Scholarships are highly competitive, full-cost scholarships. They are awarded to outstanding applicants from countries outside of the UK, including from Brazil, to pursue a full-time postgraduate degree in any subject available at the University of Cambridge.

Deadline: 7 December 2016.

3 Brazil

3.1 BRAZIL (Confap) - UK (Royal Academy of Engineering RAEng) Newton Research Collaboration Programme

Supports international exchanges lasting between three months and one year between researchers in the UK and their counterparts in Brazil (amongst other countries).

Exchanges can be either one- or two-way in direction, and should form part of a collaborative research project, incorporating visits and dissemination activities.

This program supports research in biotechnology, petrochemical, telecommunications, optics, applied mechanics, geotechnical, water resources, information technology, energy conservation, materials, bioengineering, aerospace, maritime, naval, among others. The call is open to Brazilian researchers from all states. Proposals must be submitted by the British partner.

3.2 BRAZIL (Confap) – UK (the UK Academies) - Fellowships, Research Mobility, and Young Investigator Awards for UK researchers in Brazil

Brazilian State Funding Agencies, articulated by its National Council (CONFAP), are launching a call for proposal offering support to researchers based in UK Universities and Research Institutions, who are willing to work in research in Brazil, in collaboration with local colleagues.

The call offers support for researchers in the UK through:

a. Fellowships;
b. Research Mobility Grants, and,
c. In the case of UK young researchers aiming at working in universities and research institutes in the State of São Paulo, Brazil, this call also offer the opportunity of Young Investigator Grants comprising a scholarship plus a research funding grant.

Deadline: **24 October 2016**

3.3 FAPESP third SPRINT call for proposals

FAPESP launched the third SPRINT (São Paulo Researchers in International Collaboration) call, offering seed funding to support the exchange of researchers. The Call for Proposals considers the two following partnership alternatives

- Proposals in partnership with researchers whose institution has a current Agreement with FAPESP, including:
  - **Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique - FNRS**, Belgium
  - **Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg**, Germany
  - **London School of Economics and Political Science - LSE**, United Kingdom
  - **University of Münster**, Germany
  - **University of Surrey**, United Kingdom

- Proposals in partnership with researchers whose institution does not have a current Agreement with FAPESP.

The grant must be used for activities as exchange of researchers, visits to research planning, international workshops and initial activities of data collection, always aiming to continue research collaboration and consolidation.

The maximum duration of each project is 24 months.

Deadline: **31 October 2016**

3.4 FAPESP Research Internships Abroad (BEPE)

This program supports short and medium term research internships abroad for recipients of FAPESP fellowships in the State of São Paulo. Thus, the BEPE fellowship levels available correspond to those available for fellowships in the State of São Paulo, as detailed below:

- Scientific Initiation (BEPE- IC), for undergraduates working in a research project;
- Masters (BEPE-MS), Doctorate (BEPE-DR) and Honors Doctorate (BEPE-DD), for graduate students;
- Post-doctorate (BEPE-PD), for talented scientists associated to research projects.

http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess
The research internship abroad is necessarily part of regular FAPESP Fellowship in the State of São Paulo and cannot be requested independently.

**Candidate requirements:**

To have an ongoing fellowship awarded by FAPESP in the CI, MS, DD, DR, PD modalities;

Proficiency in the language of the country where the research will be developed or in English, as evidenced by a formal declaration from the advisor/supervisor of the fellowship in Brazil.

The length of the research internship abroad (BEPE) depends on the modality requested. Minimum duration is one month. Maximum duration varies from four months (IC) to one year (PD).

**Deadline:** on-going

### 3.5 CAPES Full PhD abroad Programme

Offers full doctoral scholarships abroad as a complementary alternative to the possibilities offered by all the graduate programmes in Brazil; increase the level of collaboration and joint publications between researchers working in Brazil and abroad, providing greater international visibility to the scientific, technological and Brazilian cultural production and expand the access of Brazilian researchers to international centers of excellence.

Duration: 12 months; may be renewed on condition of satisfactory academic performance effective as of the date of the defense of the thesis, not exceeding 48 months.

**Benefits:**

- Monthly allowance
- Relocation allowance
- Health insurance

**Deadline:** 14 October 2016

### 3.6 Calls for proposals for Industrial R&D cooperation between Brazil and partner countries (France / Germany / Israël)

The International Cooperation on Innovation programme invites Brazilian companies to establish partnerships with foreign companies to elaborate a joint project in research and development that results in the development of new products, processes or services directed to the commercialization in the national and/or global market.

The initiative foresees the joint funding of projects using resources from the Brazilian National Development Bank (BNDES) and other government funding agencies in Brazil, while the partner country provides resources from its own government funding agencies.

**Fields on research:**

Call with France: Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), Integrated Urban Development (i.e. Smart Cities and Smart Grids), Biotechnology, Green Chemicals, Biofuels, Pharmaceuticals, Oil and Gas (including Topside, Subsea, Downhole, Reservoir technologies), Energy sectors (including photovoltaic energy and wind power) and Cosmetics

[http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess]
The call for proposals for joint R&D projects between German and Brazilian companies focuses on developing innovative products, technology-based services, processes or methods in all technological and application areas which have strong market potential.

The last call supports joint industrial research and development (R&D) between Brazil and Israel private sectors, aimed at the development of new products and processes for commercialization in the domestic and/or global markets.

Deadlines: **30 October 2016**

---

**4 Calls still open**

(Click on the blue links or see previous newsletters for more details)

### 4.1 European Union

**Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships (IF):** mobility of researchers within (European Fellowships) and beyond Europe (Global Fellowships) WHO? experienced researchers of any nationality, i.e. researchers holding a doctoral degree or at least four years’ full-time research experience by the time of the call deadline. Deadline: **14 September 2016**.

**MSCA Co-Funding of regional, national and international programmes (COFUND) call** open to European research (funding) institutions. Note that Brazilian organisations can be partner organisations in a proposal. Brazilian researchers can apply directly to COFUND positions advertised on the EURAXESS job portal. Deadline: **29 September 2016**.

**ERC starting grant** to support excellent Principal Investigators of any nationality with 2-7 years of experience since completion of PhD in all scientific fields. Deadline: **18 October 2016**.

**CERN – Scientific Associateships Programme** for established scientists to use its research facilities for up to one year. Associates must remain employed by their home institute during their appointment at CERN. Deadline: **16 September 2016**

**European University Institute (EUI):**

- **Jean Monnet Postdoctoral Fellowships** for a one or two-year stay at the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies (RSCAS) for postdocs in an early stage of their academic career. **Deadline: 25 October 2016**
- **Fernand Braudel Incoming Senior Fellowships** for up to ten months in one of the EUI's four Departments which invite fellows to participate in departmental activities (seminars, workshops, colloquia, etc.). **Deadline 30 September 2016**

**BE Mundus (Erasmus Mundus)** - open call for sandwich PhD open to Brazilian PhDs students to undertake a mobility period (6 months) in 9 prestigious European universities, with the financial support of the European Commission’s Erasmus Mundus programme. **Deadline: 15 September 2016**

**Erasmus+ Joint Master Degrees** (JMD) are offered by an international consortium of higher education institutions. Students from anywhere in the world at master’s level can apply for these degrees and one of the approx. 15 student and 4 guest lecturers scholarships. **Deadlines: various** (depending on each consortium’s rules for application. Most consortia will require applications to be submitted between October and January, for courses starting the following academic year.)
EU - European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO):

- **EMBO Courses and Workshops**: funding is available to organise conferences, EMBO | EMBL Symposia, workshops, EMBO | FEBS Lecture Courses, Global Exchange Lecture Courses and practical courses, as well as for keynote lectures. Next deadline: 1 March 2017

- **EMBO Short-Term Fellowships** in Life Sciences, for visits of up to three months to laboratories, with the home or host lab based in Europe. Deadline: **rolling basis**

**ERS/EMBO Joint Fellowship** (short term) open to Clinicians (MD), preferably working in the respiratory field and looking to do basic science in molecular biology. Open to all nationalities and for European and non-European based candidates. **Deadline: 1 October 2016.**

European Respiratory Society (ERS) - **Short-Term Research Training Fellowships** for young scientists and clinicians to visit a host institution in Europe. Short term stays of 1-3 months are supported. **Deadlines: 1 October 2016; 1 April 2017.**

**EURATOM nuclear (fission and fusion) research and training activities** open to entities from Brazil, in particular through European consortia. These institutions are encouraged to seek relevant research partners by interacting with specific European entities in the various nuclear fields. **Deadline: 5 October 2016.**

4.2 EU Member States and Associated Countries

**AUSTRIA** - **OeAW Doctoral Fellowship Programme** for candidates in all disciplines and nationalities to carry out their PhD project within a definable period of time in Austria. **Deadline: 1 October 2016.**

**AUSTRIA** - **Lise Meitner Programme for Scientists from Abroad**, WHO: Highly qualified scientists of any discipline with an invitation from an Austrian research institution. No deadline.

**AUSTRIA** – **Franz Werfel Incoming Grant** (four to eighteen months) for young university teachers of German language and Austrian literature. Next deadlines: **15 September 2016.**

**AUSTRIA** – **Richard Plaschka Incoming Fellowship** for visiting university lecturers (Postgraduates, PhD holders, researchers) in humanities (four to eighteen months). Next deadlines: **15 September 2016.**

**AUSTRIA** - **Erwin Schrödinger Outgoing Fellowship** including a return phase open to young and especially highly qualified post-docs of any discipline. No application deadlines.

**BELGIUM** - **BAILLET LATOUR Health Prize Call for nominations.** This personal award recognizes outstanding scientific achievements in biomedical research for the benefit of human health and encourages the laureate in the pursuit of his/her career. **Deadline: 30 September 2016.**

**BELGIUM** (Wallonie-Bruxelles) - **F.R.S.-FNRS Post-doctoral temporary incoming fellowship** (up to 3 years) for a non-Belgian PhD holder (with maximum 6 years of experience). **Deadline: rolling basis**

**BELGIUM** – **FWO Travel Grants for Long Stays Abroad** (5 weeks to 12 months) for researchers affiliated with a university in the Flemish community (or to a university college of the corresponding association) or belong to the scientific staff (of the Dutch-speaking community) of a federal or Flemish scientific institute. Submission deadline: no later than 3 months before departure.
BELGIUM (Flanders) – Scholarships for incoming Master. Full scholarships funded by VLIR-UOS to follow a training or Master programme at a Flemish university or university college. Applicants must apply to the master programme of their choice, mentioning they also apply for a scholarship. Open to national and resident of one of the 54 eligible countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America, including Brazil. Deadline: depends on the Master programme.

ESTONIA - Archimedes Foundation supports short-term study and research activities of PhD students visiting Estonian universities. Deadlines vary for each host institution (Estonian universities and Higher Educations institutions).

ESTONIA - Mobilitas Pluss Support for study visits and training abroad
Funding to provide training or study visits for 100 researchers to attend international training events of both ETAg and its partners abroad. Deadline: Continuous

FINLAND - CIMO Fellowships. WHO? Young doctoral level students and researchers from all countries and from all academic fields. No application deadline.

FRANCE – CNRS exceptional call for proposals (multidisciplinary research projects) capable of exploring all the potential issues and challenges that surround the tragic attacks recently perpetrated in Paris, paving the way for durable solutions. Research projects (3 to 5 pages maximum) must be sent in electronic (pdf) format to: attentats-recherche@cnrs.fr. Projects will be examined as they are submitted. There is no standard form.

FRANCE – CIFRE Doctoral grants to carry out research in collaboration with industry in France. More: http://www.anrt.asso.fr; section CIFRE BRESIL.

FRANCE – 15 Postdoctoral Fellowships on Biology and Information Technologies open to all nationalities at the French Atomic and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA). No specific application deadline: The positions are open until they are filled by appropriate candidates.

FRANCE – Pasteur incoming study grants scientific staff from RIIP. No application deadline.

GERMANY - Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel Research Awards of EUR 45,000 and up to one year cooperating on a long-term research project with specialist colleagues at a research institution in Germany by the Humboldt Foundation. Rolling call for applications with two reviews panels per year. In spring and autumn.

GERMANY – Incoming Emmy Noether Programme. WHO? Outstanding postdocs/junior researchers with 2 to 4 years postdoctoral experience. No application deadlines.

GERMANY – Gerda Henkel Foundation post-doctoral 1 to 24 months Research Scholarships in humanities to carry out an independent research project alone. Applications are welcome at any time.

GERMANY- DAAD Reintegration of German scientists with the goal of reintegrating into the German scientific community after having spent at least 1 year abroad. Deadline depends on current offers.

GERMANY - DLR-DAAD Research Incoming Fellowships in the fields of Space, Aeronautics, Energy and Transportation Research open to foreign doctoral and postdoctoral students as well as senior scientists. Deadlines depend on the current offers.

GERMANY - German Chancellor Fellowships for tomorrow's Leaders. The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation offers prospective leaders from Brazil,
China, India, Russia and the USA the opportunity to conduct a project as guests of the partner of their choice in Germany. Fellowships are open to an array of sectors such as politics, economics, the media, administration and culture. Deadline to submit application: 15 September 2016.

GERMANY - Humboldt INCOMING Fellowships for researchers at different stages in their careers: - Humboldt Incoming Research Fellowship for Postdoctoral Researchers (6-24 months) for researchers from abroad who have completed their doctorate in the last four years; - Humboldt INCOMING Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers (6-18 months research projects) for Assistant Professors or Junior Research Group Leaders from abroad who completed their doctorate less than twelve years ago; Georg Forster Research Fellowship (HERMES) for Postdoctoral Researchers (6-24 months research project) for postdoctoral or experienced researchers from developing or transition countries who have completed their doctorate in the last 4 (post-doc)/12 years (experienced researchers). Deadline: any time during the year.

IRELAND – SFI incoming Research Professorship open to researchers in academia or industry. Applications on a rolling basis.

IRELAND – Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) Industry fellowship Programme 2016 for academic researchers wishing to spend time in industry worldwide and to individuals from industry anywhere in the world (including Ireland) wishing to spend time in an eligible Irish Research Body. Deadlines: 2 December 2016.

LUXEMBOURG - 2017 PEARL Call for proposals for leading researchers from abroad to recruit three renowned scientists to Luxembourg. PEARL candidates should be leaders in the field. Financial contribution of between 3-4 M EUR by the FNR. Deadline: 18 October 2016

NETHERLANDS – NWO visitor’s travel grant for foreign senior researchers to stay in the Netherlands for a maximum of 4 months. Continuous application.

NETHERLANDS – Incoming Visitor’s travel grant for highly qualified senior researchers from abroad who hold a PhD for stays of up to 4 months. Continuous application.

NETHERLANDS - The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW): Visiting Professors Programme (VPP). Candidates must be nominated by their Dutch partners. Next deadline: 1 November 2016.

NORWAY – The Research Council of Norway: Personal Visiting Researcher Grant for international researchers with qualifications at the professor level. Deadline: ongoing.

POLAND (Foundation for Polish Science) - IDEAS FOR POLAND for Winners of the “ERC Starting Grants” competition who intend to pursue scientific research in Poland. Rolling basis.

PORTUGAL - Grants for Sabbatical Leave (outgoing) for PhD holders to carrying out research at foreign universities. All research fields and nationalities are eligible. The call is permanently open.

SPAIN (Basque Country) - Ikerbasque Research Professors to attract 10 senior researchers to the Research Institutions in the Basque Country. Deadline: 12 September 2016

SPAIN - Extensive list of national, regional and private sector recruitment and funding opportunities Looking for a research job or funding to carry out research in Spain? Check the list of opportunities compiled by FECYT here.
SWEDEN --VINNMER Marie Curie Incoming and VINNMER Marie Curie Industry Outgoing open to researchers of all nationalities who have at least four years of research experience. Application deadline of current call: **13 September 2016**.

SWITZERLAND (Swiss National Science Foundation - SNSF) -- outgoing fellowships for Swiss nationals or permanent residents:
- **Doc.mobility**, for doctoral students. Deadlines: 1 March & 1 September
- **Early Post-doc.Mobility**: for postdocs at the beginning of their career. Deadlines: 1 March; 1 September
- **Advanced Postdoc.Mobility** for **advanced postdocs**. Deadline: 1 February & 1 August
- **International Short Visits**, fund incoming / outgoing short term mobility and small joint research project. Continuous application
- **International Exploratory Workshops**, Researchers in Switzerland who wish to organise workshops with participants from abroad. Next deadlines: 5 October 2016.

SWITZERLAND-- **EPFL's International Postdoctoral Fellowship Programme**. Applicants must have a PhD degree from a recognized university, plan to obtain a PhD degree by the time of employment, or have at least four (4) years of full-time equivalent research experience. Deadline: **1 October 2016**.

SWITZERLAND -- **ETH Zurich Postdoctoral Fellowships** (incoming, 2 years). Applications have to be made jointly by the candidate and their host who must be an ETH Zurich Professor and who will act as a mentor of the fellow. Deadlines: **1 March 2017**

UK (Royal Society) - **International Exchanges Scheme** to support one-off visit or bilateral travel in order to Strengthen third countries Research Links with a UK Partner. **Deadline: 18 October 2016.**

PRIVATE -- 100 *Scholarships offered by Santander Universities* under the Programme Formula Santander. The purpose of the mobility grants is to promote academic exchanges at undergraduate and post-graduate levels. **Deadline: 29 September 2016.**

**4.3 Brazil**

**FAPESP funds collaborative research under the Horizon 2020 (H2020) programme.** Researchers eligible for funding by the São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP) can use the normal modes of funding offered by the foundation to support their participation in H2020 proposals under Thematic Project, Regular Project, and Young Investigator Award, to be chosen by the proposer. Deadline: any time by FAPESP, but following the deadlines for H2020 calls.

**Capes - Doctoral Sandwich Programme abroad (PDSE):** 2185 scholarships will be granted to doctoral students who want to carry out part of their doctoral research in a university abroad for periods that last between 4 and 12 months. The call is open to all fields.

Candidates will first be selected by their Brazilian higher education institutions until **30 September 2016**. Applicants will then register with Capes until 31 October 2016. Mobility will start between March and October 2017.

BRAZIL -- **CAPES School of advanced studies** funds the incoming mobility of prestigious foreign researchers to hold monographic courses in Brazil. WHO?
applications must be submitted by post-graduation programmes, individually or in consortium. Deadline: 30 November 2016.

BRAZIL - CAPES General Programme for International Cooperation (PGCI) to support joint research projects and university partnerships between Brazilian higher education institutions and those which promote graduate training (Sandwich PhD and Post-Doc) and improvement for professors and researchers, located in countries with which Brazil has signed international agreements. Rolling basis.

BRAZIL– CAPES-Humboldt Research Fellowships. for postdoctoral researchers (6-24 months) for researchers from Brazil who have completed their doctorate in the last four years and for experienced researchers to carry out a long-term research project (6-18 months) with Germany for researchers from Brazil who completed their doctorate less than twelve years ago and work at least at the level of Assistant Professor or Junior Research Group Leader, or have a record of several years of independent academic work. Next deadlines: 30 December 2016.

UK (British Council / Newton Fund Institutional Link) – Brazil (Fiocruz, Faps) - Brazil - Zika call This call aims at supporting partnerships between and higher education and/or research institutions based in the eligible Brazilian states and in the UK related to Zika Virus, to be tackled under an interdisciplinary approach. Duration of grants: 18-24 months. Deadline: 12 September 2016

UK (British Council / Newton Fund Institutional Links) – Brazil (CNPQ) PELD (Pesquisa ecológica de longa duração) call will finance 18 - 24 months proposals from UK researchers in partnership with coordinators of PELD sites in Climate change adaptation and resilience work with society. Deadline: 19 September 2016

Joint DFG/FAPESP Research Grant Proposals. The joint proposal must have two Principal Investigators, one in São Paulo and one in Germany. No submission deadlines.

UK (BBSRC) - BRAZIL (Fapesp) Joint funding of research in any area of science that is within the remit of both BBSRC and FAPESP. Deadline: 21 September 2016

UK (BBSRC) – BRAZIL (FAPESP) - pump-priming awards to new collaborations between research groups in the State of São Paulo, Brazil and BBSRC funded research groups in the UK. Priority will be given to applications in the area of food security and/or Bioenergy and Industrial Biotechnology. WHO? Applications must be made by a Principle Investigator (PI) currently in receipt of BBSRC research funding. Deadline: anytime.

BRAZIL – FAPESP Visiting Researcher Programme offers full or partial support for the hosting of experienced investigators, associated with foreign research institutions for a period from 2 weeks to a maximum period of 12 months. The visiting and host researchers must hold a PhD degree and have an outstanding record of scientific accomplishments. Proposals can be submitted at any time by investigators associated with higher education and research institutions in the State of São Paulo.

BRAZIL - Visiting professor programme at the Institute of Advanced Studies of the University of São Paulo (IEA/USP).

In 2014, 199 proposals received funding out of a total of 243 submissions evaluated.

If you would like FAPESP to assist you in finding a potential host in the State of São Paulo feel free to ask for information to Regina Oliveira, Science Manager, at roliveira@fapesp.br.

http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess
FORTHCOMING:

- Smart, green and integrated transport, Protection of all road users in crashes (MG-3.2-2017). Opening date: 19 September 2016. Deadlines: 26 January 2017 (first stage) and 19 October 2017 (second stage).

About EURAXESS Links Brazil

EURAXESS Links Brazil is a networking tool for European researchers active/seeking activity in Brazil and for Brazilian researchers wishing to collaborate with and/or pursue a career in Europe.

EURAXESS Links Brazil provides information about research in Europe, European research policy, opportunities for research funding, for EU-Brazil and international collaboration and for trans-national mobility.

Membership is free.

Visit us at brazil.euraxess.org and click on the Join the EURAXESS Links Brazil community hyperlink on the right-hand side of the page.

EURAXESS Links networks have thus far been launched in North America (USA & Canada) Japan, China, India, the ASEAN hub (encompassing Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Vietnam) and Brazil.